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INTERVIEW

DA: As the story went on an unraveled, 
and the line of what really happened 
blurred, we learned more about 
Taylor as well. Did any of his actions 
particularly surprise you as the season 
went on? 

CJ: I was definitely surprised when 
I read episode seven, where Taylor 
gets a gun and shoots a student at 
Leyland. It terrified me, really. It’s 
such an extreme thing for him to do, I 
immediately started second-guessing 
all the work I’d done before that. Like, 
what if it’s not enough? What if I haven’t 
done enough to sell that? Something 
like that needs a really solid foundation 
to be believable. But the fact that it was 
John (Ridley) writing and directing the 
episode gave me an enormous amount 
of comfort.

DA: There’s a lot of character work 
going on in the show; with these 
intense scenes. Do you have a favorite 
between other characters? Outside of 
your own scenes. 

CJ: I’m in love with Lili’s work on the 
show. Maybe because I got to see it up 
close, but I can’t get over her. She’s like 
Gena Rowlands. She’s just always right 
there, pushing. It’s relentless. It’s like 
a natural phenomenon or something. 
I’ve never worked with an actor like 
her. I could go on and on. But maybe 
that answer is cheating? As far as 
performances on the show that I didn’t 
get to see while we were shooting... 
Felicity always blows me away. She has 
so much control over every single thing 
she does. She gets under your skin. It’s 
so much fun to watch.

DA: Take me back to that rape kit 
scene. Do you remember that day on 
set? What were you telling yourself 
minutes before going into that scene?  
Take me inside your head a bit in this 
particular scene. 

CJ: The way that scene was done was 
really interesting. It was originally 
scripted one way, much shorter. But 
the woman they got to play the nurse 
was an actual trauma nurse, so John 

and Clement (our director for that 
episode) decided to toss out the script 
and just have her give me a version of 
the real examination. So in a sense it 
was all improvised. They just rolled the 
camera. I didn’t know what to expect, 
or what she would ask, which ended up 
being an enormous help. Taylor doesn’t 
know what to expect either.

DA: Not knowing what will happen, I 
can imagine it would make it a little 
difficult to prepare, nonetheless I 
think you really touched on every tone 
of his emotions. Going into the role as 
a whole, how did you prepare? 

CJ: I didn’t have too much time, 
unfortunately. The production was really 
helpful. They set me up with a few trauma 
counsellors, people who specialize in 
sexual assault, and specifically male-
on-male assault. There’s a lot of good 
academic writing out there, some great 
journalism. Beyond that, the majority 
of it was just momentum as we started 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JASON RODGERS
WORDS BY DIO ANTHONY

No one’s forgetting this season of American Crime, and that’s partly due to Connor Jessup’s 
brilliant performance as Taylor Blaine, a high-schooler who finds himself at the center of a 
male-on-male rape case after being drugged at a party. Having closed the chapter, with the 
series finale airing Wednesday March 9th, Jessup can only surprise his fans from here on out, 
after such a moving representation. In fact, he’s doing just that in Closet Monster, which pre-
miered at TIFF to great reviews, ultimately winning the title of Best Canadian Feature Film. 
His role as Oscar Madly in Closet Monster is sure to be much more eccentric than the tor-
tured Taylor Blaine on the ABC drama. Closet Monster premieres in theaters this July. I spoke 
to Connor about his role on Crime’s subtlety-explosive latest season, and what it was like 
slipping in and out of such a world.

APPLAUSE for CONNOR JESSUP
Behind The Crime.
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shooting, to be honest, and the thoroughness of 
John’s writing, and working with actors like Lili. 
Most of my work was done for me. That’s the 
best part about working with good people.

DA: Now that the finale has aired, when you 
think back on the whole process of the series, 
what sticks out to you?

CJ: How lucky I was to be a part of it. I know that 
sounds like bullshit, but I mean it. When you’re 
immersed in something it’s very hard to keep a 
sense of context. You get lost in the day-to-day, 
the challenge, the personal frustrations. Now 
that I have some distance, and I’ve seen it all 
come together, I have a much clearer sense of 
how overwhelmingly rare it is to work on a show 
like this, and how fortunate I am.

DA: Can you tell me a bit about your film Closet 
Monster and who you play in the film?

CJ: Closet Monster is an independent feature I 
was in last year, directed by a first-time Canadian 
filmmaker named Stephen Dunn. It premiered 
at TIFF last fall. It’s a classical coming-of-age 
story, really, with some extra elements thrown 
into the mix for good measure (Isabella Rossellini 
voices a talking hamster, for example.) I play a 
kid named Oscar Madly, a young special effects 
make-up artist struggling with his sexuality, his 
family, his community, some past trauma. It’s 
not a downer though. Stephen infused it with a 
real sense of humor and excitement. It was a lot 
of fun to do.

You’ve written, directed and produced your own 
short films before. Are you stepping behind the 
camera again anytime soon?

Yeah. I’m desperate to do it again. I’m working 
on my first feature right now, actually. It’s still 
in the early-ish stages, but we’re hoping to put 
it together in the next year or so. I need to work 
on the pitch, but it’s a sort of family drama about 
a sick young boy, his evolving relationships with 
his mother and grandmother, and his friendship 
with a local forest spirit, all over the course of a 
single summer by the sea. It’s very mellow. The 
genre I came up with is ‘supernatural slice-of-
life,’ which I think has a nice sound to it but just 
seems to confuse everyone.
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‘AMERICAN CRIME’ Just Delivered the Most 
Powerful Scene on TV This Season 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ABC’s American Crime returned for its second season this month, with a brand new story starring many of the same actors as 
last season. And while last season was well-reviewed and earned an Emmy Award for Regina King, it didn’t exactly attach itself 
to the zeitgeist the way other TV shows did. I’m really hoping this season allows the show to make that leap in viewership and 
attention, because it’s some of the best-made and most compelling TV on air, and Wednesday night’s episode featured what 
I’m going to have no problem calling the best scene on television this season. 
 
Which isn’t to say the scene isn’t hard to watch. The second season of American Crime concerns itself with a rape allegation 
within the confines of an elite private school. The rape victim is a high-school boy, Taylor (Connor Jessup), who was assaulted 
at a party attended by members of the school’s basketball team. Near the beginning of the second episode, Connor’s mom (Lili 
Taylor) brings him in to the hospital to be examined. 
 
The show’s depiction of a rape-kit exam is dynamic. The camera stays exclusively on Taylor’s face, no matter who’s talking. 
The voice work by the otherwise unseen medical professional is practiced and patient and unalarming, bearing the kind of tone 
you’d imagine real-life examiners go through much training to attain. This is both comforting (as a viewer you 
want desperately for Taylor not to be further traumatized, and it’s a kindness to know this woman won’t be doing that) and 
horrifying (that this kind of thing happens often enough for someone to be so practiced at it). Keeping the camera fixed on 
Taylor also puts Connor Jessup’s empathetic performance into focus. Jessup impressed me when I saw him in an indie film 
called Closet Monster at last year’s Toronto Film Festival. That film should have a release date soon, by which point we all may 
well be talking about Jessup having given one of TV’s best performances. He’s certainly on his way. 
 
What’s fantastic about American Crime this year is its holistic approach to a horrific incident. Scenes like the rape-kit exam 
place us with Taylor, but the show steps into the lives of many characters — the school principal (Felicity Huffman), trying to 
serve the needs of the school while wrestling her conscience; the basketball coach (Timothy Hutton) whose first (only?) instinct 
is to protect his players; multiple students and players on the team; Regina King and Andre Benjamin as parents of the school’s 
best athlete, who are dealing with a multitude of pressures as the parents of a black boy in a white environment. There are no 
angels and no devils on this show, and the multitude of perspectives only serves to dig the audience deeper into the story of 
the crime. 
 
The show isn’t perfect. There’s a kind of parlor game being played through at least the first few episodes about which 
characters might be gay and whether that makes them suspicious or not, and that’s all a bit lurid. But for the most part, it’s 
telling a very difficult story the way I want it to be told, through as many perspectives as they can manage. They delivered a 
wallop of a scene this week; I’ll be there to see what they do next week. 
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From the moment you see 
Connor Jessup’s character in 
American Crime, you know 
something’s up.

You don’t know what right 
away. It’s just something about the 
look on his face and his demeanor. 
Something has happened to this 
kid and he never will be the same.

“The important thing for us 
to try to convey in some way is 
that trauma is not 
just sadness or 
depression,” Jessup 
said. “It changes 
your world view.

“It changes the 
way you look at 
other people, the 
way you look at 
yourself, the way you 
feel in a space, the 
way you feel in your 
clothes, everything 
that comprises 
someone’s world 
view shifts after trauma.

“It’s not just a surface anxiety. 
There’s something essential about 
how this boy sees the world that 
is different now. You don’t know 
why right away, but hopefully 
you get the sense that something 
earth-shattering has happened.”

American Crime is an anthology 
series that returns for its second 
season, Wednesday, Jan. 6 on 
ABC. Jessup — a 21-year-old 
native of Toronto best known 
for his role as Ben Mason on 
the Steven Spielberg-produced 
science fiction series Falling Skies 
— plays a high school student 
named Taylor Blaine who finds 
himself at the centre of a major 
controversy.

Taylor is a quiet kid who is 
receiving financial aid to attend 
an elite private school. He 
doesn’t really fit in, so when 
he surprisingly gets invited to 

the basketball team’s so-called 
“captains’ party” he jumps at the 
chance.

Post-party, it’s bad enough 
when humiliating pictures of a 
severely impaired Taylor show 
up online. But did something far 
more serious happen to Taylor? 
Something criminal?

Jessup was part of a high 
school program in Toronto called 

Interact, which 
caters to students 
with scheduling 
complications, such 
as actors, musicians 
and athletes. But 
he has a clear 
understanding of 
the vast differences 
between the 
community impact 
of high school sports 
in the U.S., and high 
school sports in 
Canada.

“I never was into sports at all 
anyway, even by a Canadian 
high school standard,” Jessup 
recalled. “But the only thing that 
can approach it for Canadians 
would be hockey, because my 
brother played high-level hockey 
throughout school, and going 
to those games was pretty 
serious. But I don’t think 
anything matches the 
level of going to an 
American high school 
basketball or football 
game. It’s a cultural 
thing.

“The teams 
take on such an 
importance, 
especially at 
these private 
schools and 
elite schools. 
Sometimes 
you’d be 

forgiven for thinking the school is 
just an excuse for the team, which 
is why, when incidents like this 
happen, it’s even more traumatic.”

Felicity Huffman plays Leslie 
Graham, a school administrator, 
and Timothy Hutton plays 
Dan Sullivan, the coach of the 
basketball team. 

Both Leslie and Dan want to 
do the right thing, but what is 
the right thing? Neither of them 
is keen on ruining the lives of 
numerous young people in the 
absence of definitive proof that 
something horrible happened.

“There are no evil characters in 
the show,” Jessup said. “Everyone 
is speaking from a place of trying 
to be helpful. It’s just that they 
don’t really know what to do.

“They sort of take that logic 
of, ‘We don’t know exactly what 
happened, there are a lot of 
questions, so let’s think about 
protecting as many people as 
we can.’ But in the long run, and 
even in the immediate run, it 
causes immense damage to the 
community, and to Taylor, my 
character, in particular, this 
logic of cover-up. It 
really is endemic 
in the system, 
and it’s 
one of 
the 

main thrusts of the season.
“I believe my character is a 

victim and he is in the right and 
this did happen and he deserves 
justice. But hopefully for the 
audience there’s a whole tapestry 
of doubt and questioning, 
and not just of him 
and the other 
characters, 
but of 
your 
own 

reflexive presumptions.”
On multiple levels, American 

Crime is intense.
“Yes, you could say that,” 

Connor Jessup said. “I think that’s 
an appropriate word.”
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TRAUMA TRENDING
Canadian Connor Jessup plays a student 

at the heart of a troubling tale  
in American Crime

BILL HARRIS
@billharris_tv

“There are no evil 
characters in the 
show. Everyone is 
speaking from a 

place of trying to be 
helpful. It’s just that 

they don’t really 
know what to do.”

American 
Crime star 

and Toronto 
native 

Connor 
Jessup



 
 

‘American Crime’ Star Connor Jessup on 
Similarities to ‘Making a Murderer’ 

!

 
“It is about how the system … adds trauma after the fact,” ABC actor tells TheWrap 
 
Connor Jessup plays an alleged rape victim on Season 2 of ABC’s “American Crime.” 
 
The new season of John Ridley‘s crime drama is certainly timely, coming on the heels of Netflix’s true-
crime docu-series sensation “Making a Murderer.” 
 
During a new episode of StudioWrap, Jessup admitted that he’s only watched one episode of “Making a 
Murderer,” but he can already see the similarities between the two series. 
 
“It is about how the system, whether it’s the legal system, the school system, or the health system, 
adds trauma after the fact,” said the actor, who plays a high school student who is sexually assaulted 
by male classmates in the second season of “American Crime.” 
 
“This kid’s already traumatized by what happened to him, and he has to go through this whole broken 
system that questions him and doubts him and at every turn, tries to poke holes in what he’s saying,” 
Jessup said of his character. “That’s what all of these victims, all these survivors, who are brave 
enough to say something, that’s what they have to deal with.” 
!
The actor also described what it was like going from five seasons on the TNT sci-fi drama “Falling 
Skies” to a gritty crime drama. 
 
“American Crime” airs at 10 p.m. ET on ABC. 



‘American Crime’ creator Ridley offers 
high praise for young cast 

!
American Crime 
Wednesday, 10 p.m., ABC 

 
In this week’s episode of 
“American Crime,” Leyland 
School headmistress Leslie 
Graham (Felicity Huffman) 
works to position the 
institution ahead of the 
investigation that’s been 
launched following the 
charges of sexual assault 
brought by Anne Blaine (Lili 
Taylor). Meanwhile, Terri 
LaCroix (Regina King) has 
an intervention with her son, 
Kevin (Trevor Jackson), and 
Eric (Joey Pollari) takes a 
surprising detour. 
 
One of the best things this 

season: the young actors who play the high-school students embroiled in the sexual-assault storyline — 
Pollari, Jackson, Connor Jessup, Renwick D. Scott II and Angelique Rivera. Creator John Ridley spoke 
to The Post about what it takes to find actors who can play believable kids. 
 
How did you find these young actors who could handle sensitive material? 
Casting director Kim Coleman found them, usually by looking in places that are not traditional. Connor, 
who plays Taylor Blaine, is phenomenal. He had only done one other series, “Falling Skies.” With 
Angelique, this is her first acting job. She was working at Disney World, playing Princess Jasmine. She 
came in and gave a really solid audition. 
 
None of them conform to the types of kids you usually see on TV: the rebel, the good girl, the 
hellcat, the nerd. 
In television, you traditionally cast really pretty people. On this show, we try to play down looks and have 
people look kind of real. We have people who look like people. 
 
How did they handle themselves with the rest of the company? 
It’s one thing to be a young actor who’s good. It’s another to have one who’s sitting across from Oscar 
winners [Timothy Hutton] and Emmy winners [Huffman and King] and not have them overreact and 
overreach. 
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‘American Crime’ Star Connor Jessup Discusses 

Season 2, ‘Staggering’ Scope of Male Sexual Assault 
 

!
 

John Ridley’s “American Crime” returns to ABC with its second season Wednesday night, bringing in a new storyline, new 
characters and new stars. 
 
“Falling Skies” alum Connor Jessup is one of the fresh faces in “Crime’s” new installment, which revolves around a high 
school male rape accusation, centering around Jessup’s lower-class victim Taylor who’s ridiculed by privileged student 
athletes at his elite prep school where he’s a complete outsider. The trouble starts right away in the premiere episode 
when photos of a passed-out Taylor surface, causing an uproar at the school. 
 
Along with the return of Felicity Huffman, who plays the private school’s headmistress, and Timothy Hutton, who plays the 
basketball coach, Jessup takes a star-turn in the drama, holding his own among the powerful cast (his mother is played by 
Lily Taylor). 
 
“The thing that appealed to me most was just John and the actors and the pedigree of the show,” Jessup tells Variety of his 
initial interest in the show, which he calls the “best experience of my career.” 
!
Here, Jessup tells Variety about working with Ridley, dealing with tough subject matter and what’s to come in the twisty-turny 
case — is he truly the victim? 
 
How did you get the part? 
It was a pretty unexciting story — I auditioned for it. I self-taped for it in July and a week later, I was in L.A. testing, and a 
week later, I was in Austin ready to shoot. When I had auditioned for it, there was no script, it was just a few scenes. There 
was very little to go on. I knew that it was a story about sexual assault, I knew the dynamic of the public school and private 
school that becomes a driving force as the series goes and on, and I knew that I was the one making these allegations. That 
was, more or less, all that I knew. And then as I read more and more, it became clear that this season is, I think, maybe even 
better than last season. 
 
Had you watched the first season when you auditioned? 
I had not. I had heard of it, and I heard nothing but good things about it. I binged it after the audition. 
 



Even if you had watched the first season, it’s a totally new show, being an anthology. Was that appealing to you? 
It’s a very unusual situation. I’ve never done something like this. To have a new character on a new story — more or less a 
new show — but to have that product behind you that’s already proven. It’s not like a pilot. It’s sort of the best of both worlds. 
It was a really, really good thing for me. It really helps having that shape to it. 
 
Now that you’ve watched season one, how does it compare to season two? 
What I like is that last season before it even starts, there’s a murder. When you pick up with everyone, you’re kind of seeing 
them at the worst time of their lives from the get. This season, it’s a slower burn and it takes longer to seep into the families. 
In the first episode, you see happy couples and moments. I think it really helps for later in the season for when the sh-t really 
hits the fan to have this beginning — you’re seeing people before they fall apart. I think it really helps with the whole season. 
 
And how exactly will sh-t hit the fan? 
Basically, in this first episode, these allegations aren’t really out there yet. They’re just forming. But over the next few 
episodes, they become public and they pull all the characters in and it completely changes the course of these characters’ 
lives for completely different reasons and in very different ways, but there’s a rolling series of revelations and relationships, 
beyond what happened in this first episode. This first episode is just placing the dominos and the rest of the season is 
watching them fall. Right now, you don’t know who I’m accusing, you don’t know the specifics of the allegations, you don’t 
really know much. Over the next few episodes, you learn all of that and clear sides start to form and it becomes a really 
interesting battle between different forces. 
 
We don’t really know much about your character, event after the premiere episode. Is he truly just the victim or is 
there more to the story? 
We don’t have the whole story from him yet. There are things that he’s not saying, there are secrets that he has that don’t get 
revealed until considerably later into the series. You learn more about his relationship with his mother, more about their past, 
his relationship with a couple members of the basketball team. There are certainly more sides to this than there seems to be 
at first. 
 
Do you think people will root for Taylor? 
Whether or not people will be rooting for him, I don’t know. I hope so. 
 
How did you go about your research on sexual assault? 
The show was very helpful. I met with a few therapists and counselors who specialize in trauma and some specifically who 
specialize in male sexual assault — peer-on-peer rape. There are a couple books on the phenomenon of male sexual 
assault. The statistics are staggering. And then on top of that, a lot of reading. Despite the fact that it’s not really an issue that 
is widely discussed in popular culture, there’s quite a bit of academic and journalistic stuff out there, and it’s really difficult 
and really fascinating. The scope of the issue was what immediately shocked me. 
 
As an actor, I’m sure it’s exciting to tackle such a complex issue, but besides the challenge, do you also hope to 
send out some sort of social message or educate viewers? 
The show really is at its best when it’s focusing on people. Despite being called “American Crime,” the show is really not 
about crime. It’s really about the ramifications that things have on all the people who are involved — on the victims, on the 
perpetrators, on the families, on the communities. So for me, and the way that John [Ridley] talks about it, we’re not looking 
at it as representative of something larger, but just hopefully that Taylor is convincing in some way as a person who will 
speak to a larger thing. But anytime I start to think about that, it makes my head hurt and I get a little sweaty because trauma 
is different for everyone. Everyone goes through their own struggle with it. Hopefully if there’s something true in the statistics 
of Taylor’s struggle, that will speak to something larger. 
 
“American Crime” has been credited with feeling like a cable show with all of its risk-taking on a broadcast network. 
Do you feel it’s pushing the boundaries? 
Not to say anything about the rest of network programming, but it really does feel unusual and exceptional for where it is. To 
get the chance to be on something that crosses into both worlds and gets the best of both, I feel like I landed on a rainbow or 
something. If you had said to me, “Actually this is an HBO or FX show,” I would believe you. On set, you don’t feel like it’s a 
big corporation. ABC is so great, and it really is John’s show. 
 
What have you learned from working with John? 
Obviously he’s a brilliant writer and director and just a really great man. His stamina is just incredible. I don’t know how he 
functions. I don’t think he sleeps, I’ve never seen him eat. He exercises an enormous amount of very centralized control over 
almost every element of the show. Every part of the show feels so stylistically and thematically consistent all the way 
through. He knows how to work with his writers, he knows how to work with his directors, and the result is something that 
feels incredibly cohesive. Aside from his specific talent as a writer and director, his ability to manage something so large is 
amazing. I’ve never seen someone treat a crew as nicely as he does. One day, there were masseuses coming in for the 
crew. 
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TIFF:%Breakout%Star%Connor%Jessup%on%
‘American%Crime’%and%Teen%Sexuality%

%
In%Closet'Monster,%the%feature%directorial%debut%from%
director%Stephen%Dunn,%Connor%Jessup%plays%a%teenager%
struggling%with%his%sexual%identity%and%reeling%from%
childhood%traumas%of%an%alcoholic,%abusive%father%and%an%
absentee%mother.%In%this%timely%story,%which%premiered%
Sunday%at%Toronto%International%Film%Festival,%Jessup%
manages%a%vulnerable%performance%that%has%the%marks%of%an%
actor%much%older%than%21%years%old.%
%
Equally%as%impressive%is%his%passion%for%filmmaking%KK%the%
process,%the%history,%the%technicality.%His%second%short%
film,%Boy,%which%he%wrote,%directed%and%produced,%and%
managed%to%shoot%on%Kodak%film,%also%premiered%here%at%
TIFF.%
The%Canadian%actor,%who%appeared%in%the%postKapocalyptic%
TNT%drama%Falling'Skies,%will%add%to%the%buzz%generated%at%
TIFF%with%a%role%on%ABC’s%American'Crime%when%the%EmmyK
nominated%series%returns%in%the%spring.%
%
ETonline%sat%down%with%Jessup%to%discuss%his%teenage%
struggles%with%identity,%filmmaking%and%Buffy,%the%talking%
hamster.%
%
ETonline:)Let’s)start)somewhere)important:)Buffy)the)hamster.%
Connor)Jessup:%It's%a%testament%to%the%strength%of%the%script%that%a%movie%with%a%talking%hamster%is%actually%good…%because%it%sounds%scary.%The%idea%is%that%it%
represents%a%part%of%his%psychology%and%it%fits%into%the%tone%of%the%film,%which%has%these%little%bursts%of%imagination.%Weirdly,%the%talking%hamster,%I%don't%think%
it%feels%out%of%place.%It%didn't%feel%out%of%place%in%the%script.%
The%weird%thing%is,%in%the%script%the%voice%is%described%as%like%"robotic,”%sort%of%SiriKlike.%Then%they%made%the%decision%to%use%Isabella%Rossellini%for%the%
voiceover.%It%was%this%entirely%new%element%of%warmth%and%humor,%a%gentle%comfort%to%the%character%that%wasn't%there%in%the%script,%just%because%that's%who%
Isabella%is.%I%think%it%works%well.%I’d%had%this%really%elaborate%idea%that%they%should%set%up%a%mirror%in%front%of%me%so%that%I%could%have%eyeKline%with%myself%and%
could%talk%to%myself.%On%a%Freudian%level,%that%made%sense%to%me,%that%this%is%a%conversation%I’m%having%with%myself.%Of%course,%on%the%day%of%shooting,%time%and%
circumstances%didn’t%allow%for%it.%
)
Have)you)had)much)experience)in)your)own)life)with)closeted)teens?%
No%direct%experiences%in%the%sense%of%stories%I%could%tell.%Stephen%and%I%talked%about%it%a%lot%during%and%before%shooting%the%film,%which%is%that%we%never%really%
thought%about%it%so%much%as%a%coming%out%story.%We%always%saw%Oscar’s%sexuality%as%a%part%of%him.%The%struggle%with%his%identity%is%partly%the%struggle%to%come%
to%terms%with%his%sexuality,%but%there%are%a%lot%of%other%parts%of%his%identity%as%well.%To%me,%that%is%one%thing%I%like%about%the%movie,%that%it%shows%
how'everyone%struggles%with%identity%at%that%age,%no%matter%your%sexuality.%Everyone%struggles%with%their%family,%their%community,%with%where%they%are,%who%
they%are,%who%they%want%to%be.%If%you%can't%relate%to%that%on%a%fundamental%level,%then%I%don't%know%who%you%are.%
)
You’re)still)early)on)in)your)career,)but)you’ve)had)some)meaty)roles.)How)do)you)go)about)picking)them?%
It's%only%in%the%last%year%that%I've%had%the%ability%to%be%even%minutely%selective,%and%even%then%it's%within%such%a%narrow%capacity.%To%be%honest,%I've%just%been%
really%lucky.%The%things%I've%happened%to%get%and%the%people%I've%happened%to%work%with%have%been%really%great%experiences.%It%wasn't%like%I%looked%through%10%
scripts%and%picked%Closet'Monster%out%of%them%KK%I%wish%that%had%been%the%case%and%I%like%to%think%that%I%would%have%picked%it%if%it%had%been%KK%but%I%guess%I%was%in%
the%right%place%at%the%right%time.%I%think%that%if%you%work%with%good%people,%then%you%meet%a%lot%of%other%good%people,%and%hopefully,%it%has%a%certain%amount%of%
momentum%to%it.%
)
So)you’re)young,)you’re)handsome)and)a)talented)actor)GG)that’s)obvious.)What)people)don’t)realize)is)that)you’re)a)filmmaker)as)well,)a)writer,)
director)and)producer.%
Really%the%only%thing%I%know%anything%about%in%the%world,%because%I%certainly%am%socially%awkward%and%I'm%definitely%a%mess%in%almost%every%other%aspect%of%
my%life,%but%movies%KK%I%know%something%about%those,%and%they’re%what%I%really%love.%Anything%I%can%do%to%make%them,%I%will.%Acting%is%a%very%different%thing.%
Acting,%you're%a%part%of%a%movie,%and%hopefully,%with%someone%like%Stephen,%you're%part%of%a%vision%you%genuinely%believe%in,%but%that's%rare.%You're%an%
instrument,%and%that%can%be%a%lot%of%fun,%but%sometimes%it's%fun%to%be%on%the%other%side%of%the%instrument.%

)
Speaking)of)being)a)part)of)something,)you’re)a)part)of)the)next)season)ofAmerican)Crime.)How)does)it)feel)to)be)a)spoke)in)that)wheel?%
It%feels%really%good.%That's%one%I'm%really%excited%about.%I’d%been%having%this%weird%dichotomy%in%my%head%where%I%was%like,%"I'm%going%to%do%big%bad%things%or%
little%good%things."%I%didn't%think%I%was%going%to%end%up%being%able%to%do%a%big%good%thing%so%soon,%so%it's%really%exciting.%The%show%is%a%John%Ridley%show,%who%
wrote%12'Years'a'Slave,%and%despite%it%being%a%big%network%show,%the%amount%of%centralization%and%control%that%he%has%is%incredible.%Every%detail%goes%through%
him.%In%that%sense,%it%feels%like%a%very%longKterm%entity.%It's%really%a%single%person's%vision,%so%that's%incredibly%exciting%to%be%a%part%of.%
)
What)is)your)role)like)as)Taylor)Blaine?%
The%season%takes%place%in%Indianapolis%and%revolves%around%an%elite%prep%school%and%a%sexual%assault%that%happens%at%one%of%the%school's%parties.%It%deals%with%
the%ripples%that%these%accusations%create%in%the%community%and%the%victims.%The%first%season%explored%race%and%faith,%this%season%is%focusing%on%class,%sexual%
identity,%issues%of%consent.%It's%very%dramatic.%I%play%the%victim,%the%person%who%goes%to%one%of%these%parties%and%accuses%a%few%players%from%the%basketball%
team%of%assaulting%me.%%
)
Quite)a)serious)subject.)And)close)to)what)you)deal)with)in)Closet)Monster,)yes?%
Tonally%different,%dramatically%somewhat%similar.%With%Closet'Monster,%despite%having%the%furnishings%of%a%coming%of%age%story%and%the%structure%within%that,%
that%Stephen’s%sensibility%within%that%body%was%this%great%beating%heart%of%real%imagination,%excitement%and%enthusiasm.%
%
American%Crime%returns'for'a'second'season'in'2016.%



 
Connor Jessup, Angelique Rivera Join 

‘American Crime’ Season 2 Lineup 
!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
American Crime has added two more cast members for the second season of ABC’s drama 
anthology. Falling Skies alum Connor Jessup has signed a one-year deal and has been cast in 
the role of “Connor Blaine”, a young man at the center of accusations that roil two high schools 
along socio-economic lines. Meanwhile, newcomer Angelique Rivera has been cast in the role 
of “Evy”. The only witness to a crime, her testimony could alter the lives of the young men who 
stand accused. 
!
Jessup and Rivera join returning stars Lili Taylor, Felicity Huffman, Timothy Hutton, Elvis 
Nolasco and Richard Cabral, all of whom are playing new characters in a new setting, along 
with just-announced new castmember Joey Pollari. Executive producer John Ridley has stated 
that the new season will deal with “physicality, sexuality and societal boundaries with the same 
urgency as our first season dealt with race and faith.” 
 
Jessup currently stars in the 5th and final season of the TNT’s Falling Skies, and recently 
appeared in the independent film Blackbird, which premiered at TIFF; Jessup received 
a “Rising Star” accolade from the festival. He can next be seen opposite Isabella Rossellini 
in Stephen Dunn’s Closet Monster. He’s represented by CESD, Anonymous Content, and 
Schreck Rose Dapello & Adams. 
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'Falling Skies' Actor Connor Jessup on Season Finale: 

'It's a Nice Midpoint' for Ben's Story 
�
"In the finale, you finally figure out which side he's fallen on" 

 
As Falling Skies wraps up its rollercoaster sophomore season, actor Connor Jessup -- who plays the alien-
human hybrid Ben -- looked back on a year he called "crazy." 
 
After a season playing a zombiefied version of his character, Jessup expressed excitement over the producers 
evolving Ben into a gun-wielding fighter. 
 
"They made Ben an action hero. They threw him in the front line. It was crazy. It was much more physical 
season for me this year. It feels like a totally different role, a totally different part from season one," he told The 

Hollywood Reporter when he 
dropped by the THR Cover 
Lounge. 
 
Jessup discussed the season-long 
struggle that his alter-ego has been 
going through, with the Skitters 
and the 2nd Mass. 
 
"All season long, Ben's been 
walking a tightrope between alien 
and human. The conflict with this 
character has been which way is he 
going to fall and there has been 
forces pulling him in different 
directions," he said. "In the finale, 
you finally figure out which side 
he's fallen on. The angst and 
conflict that has driven him has 
taken another large step. It's a nice 
midpoint in Ben's storyline." 
 

Jessup spoke of Ben's connection to the Skitters and the decision to leave 2nd Mass for the Rebellion, saying, 
"It's kind of the tentative silver lining in a very, very dark storm cloud and he's very excited about that 
possibility -- and that's why he's so enthusiastic, so blindly trusting in this Red-Eyed figure." 
 
When Sunday's finale rolls around, the Canadian actor -- who was named a Rising Star from the Toronto 
International Film Festival and has an  indie film Blackbird screening this year -- teased that Ben's decision 
will be revealed to be a good, or potentially bad, thing. 
 
"It's always been a conflict between he and his dad [Tom]. Why do you believe this? Why are you so sure? Even 
Ben can't say. It's not like he has any irrefutable proof that no one else does. In many ways, he's taking it on 
faith," Jessup said. "By the end of the season, you will find out whether that decision to throw himself into that 
will have really positive consequences or really disastrous consequences."





�

Skies 
the limit
Skies 
New forces plague Canadian 
Connor Jessup on the Steven 
Spileberg-produced sci-fi series
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TIFF’s&RISING&STARS&
!

The development of emerging talent in the Canadian film industry is a high 
priority for the Toronto International Film Festival. For the second year, TIFF 
Rising Stars programme has chosen four participants to take part in a series of 
public events and industry meetings. This is an opportunity for these four rising 
stars to receive intensive professional development from international casting 
directors, filmmakers, producers and executives. 

 
The TIFF Rising Stars are: 
 
Tatiana Maslany is a Regina born 
actor who has garnered an impressive 
resume. Her role in Grown Up Movie 
Star earned her the World Dramatic 
Special Jury Prize at Sundance 2010 and 
a Genie Award Nomination. She will 
also be appearing inPicture Day, which 
will debut at the 2012 Toronto 
International Film Festival.  
 
Charlie Carrick is a British Canadian 
actor from Newcastle, England. In 2011 
he was a resident at the Canadian Film 
Centre’s Actors Conservatory and he will 
next be seen in a recurring guest arc on 
Showtime’s The Borgias. 
 
Connor Jessup received critical 
acclaim for his performance as Ben 

Mason in Steven Spielberg’s Falling Skies. He has previously appeared at TIFF, 
he was executive producer for the movie Amy George, which played at the 2011 
festival. 
 
Charlotte Sullivan is a Genie award-nominated actress who was born and 
raised in Toronto, Ontario. Her most notable role was playing Marilyn Monroe in 
the controversial Emmy Award-winning series The Kennedys. She is currently 
playing police officer Gail Peck in the hit series Rookie Blue. 
!
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A teenage rising star
At 17, Connor Jessup has already had plenty of experience on both sides of the camera, KAREN HARDY writes

Connor Jessup isn’t your typical 17-year-old
Hollywood actor. For a start it’s impossible to
find out any juicy gossip about him. Does he
party hard, does he have a girlfriend, is there a

sordid story? But the internet’s not talking.
Luckily Jessup is taking a break from shooting the hit

series Falling Skies to answer some questions from The
Canberra Times.
‘‘Unfortunately, or maybe fortunately, there really isn’t

that much to tell,’’ he says.
‘‘It’s probably a good thing. If your life story reads like

an episode of The Young and the Restless it’s probably not
a good thing.’’
Social networking sites reveal a little more. He’s an

avid tweeter too, with more than 1400 followers.
‘‘It’s a great way to interact with people you might not

otherwise see or talk to,’’ he says.
‘‘Since the show has been released, I’ve had lots of

people tweeting me about howmuch they love the it,
which is really nice to hear, but also a bit overwhelming.
Twitter is a very humbling thing.’’
Jessup himself comes across quite humble, quite

grounded. He’s always had an interest in drama, theatre
and film and started acting professionally when he was 11.
‘‘I had a few friends who had agents and were

auditioning for commercials, and I thought it sounded like
fun,’’ he says.
‘‘I convinced mymum to help me find an agent and she

grudgingly agreed.
‘‘I really do love acting. It’s one of the few jobs where

adults can dress up and play like I did when I was a little
kid. I think that to be an actor you have to be a child at
heart, which is really appealing to me.
‘‘I definitely see myself acting for a long time, although

I am eager to work behind the camera as well.’’
Jessup has already made progress on a career behind the

camera. He recently wrote, produced, directed and edited
the shorts Something and I Don’t Hurt Anymore! and
wrote and directed the play Pushing Normal for which he
won an Award of Distinction for the script at the 2010
Sears Drama Festival. He is also the executive producer
of the independent film Amy George, which premiered at
theWisconsin International Film Festival in April.
‘‘I love writing, directing and producing,’’ he says.
‘‘Being involved in a project from inception to

completion is an amazing thing.
‘‘I do think it is becoming more important to be

versatile in this business. If you know a little bit about
directing it informs your acting, and vice versa. Also, for
a lot of people in the industry, work is hard to come by.
Being proficient at many different occupations allows you
to have more opportunities, and also allows you to take
control of your own career.
‘‘For example, I know that Xavier Dolan, a Canadian

writer/director/actor, wrote his first film, which he also
starred in, partly because he wasn’t getting any good parts
as an actor. So he wrote himself one. People like that are
becoming more common; it is commendable.’’
Jessup says having a knowledge of directing,

cinematography and the like is invaluable when acting.
‘‘If you understand the motivations and intentions

behind a certain camera movement, or a certain type of
lighting, then your performance instantly becomes in sync
with the style of the film.’’
Jessup worked with Academy Award-winning director

Steven Spielberg on Falling Skies (Spielberg was joint
creator and producer) and that was an a great learning
opportunity.
‘‘Spielberg was very involved in the casting process,

the concept design process and even laid out the visual

style of the show. There was never a day of shooting when
it didn’t feel like you were working on a Steven Spielberg
production, which is a great morale booster for everyone
involved.’’
Jessup also relished the opportunity to work with Noah

Wyle, best known here in Australia for his role as John
Carter on ER.
‘‘Noah was amazing, I really can’t sing his praises

highly enough,’’ Jessup says.
‘‘He’s an incredibly talented actor, and also a very

generous actor. He really cares more about the production
as a whole than simply his own performance; he is a true
team player. He is also an kind and intelligent man, acting
aside. I learnt a lot from working with Noah.’’
Falling Skies is a science fiction drama, taking place

on Earth six months after its been invaded by aliens.
Eighty per cent of the population, all governments,
military and a vast amount of infrastructure have been
wiped out. The show follows a group of survivors
who are part of a resistance group, and follows their
efforts to both survive and fight back.
Jessup plays BenMason, the son of resistance

leader TomMason, played by NoahWyle, and part
of the story centres around the father’s search for
his son.
For some reason the aliens kidnap all the

remaining teenagers, fitting them with a harness
to control them.
‘‘That is one of the most interesting parts of

the series in my opinion,’’ says Jessup. ‘‘And
I know that it was Spielberg himself who
came up with it. The mystery is not fully
revealed at the end of season one, so I’m
still in the dark about the ultimate reason.
‘‘I have my theories like anyone else

though. I’ve heard a few people speculate
that it is because teenagers minds are not
fully formed, so they are more susceptible
to the harnesses, and things along those
lines.’’
Jessup thinks the alien invasion sub-genre

of science fiction is particularly captivating
because it attempts to delve into that big
unknown.
‘‘The huge question mark that exists in the

universe: are we alone? There is something
incredibly interesting about that question because,
depending on the answer, it could have tremendous
consequences on how we live our lives.
‘‘I think people like fiction that makes them think

about that.’’
Are we alone?
‘‘I do believe that there are other life forms in the

universe. The way I look at it, there are too many stars
in too many galaxies for other life not to exist. I don’t
know what form that life would take, or if it would be
intelligent or not, but I do think that we are not alone.
‘‘However, I think that the chances of us encountering

this alien life at any point in the future is rather minimal.
The universe is too vast. If we were to be invaded though,
I have a hard time imagining that humans could survive
for long.
‘‘If another species had the technologies necessary for

intergalactic travel, they’d have to be unimaginably more
advanced technologically than us. I don’t think we’d stand
a chance. Who knows though? Humans have proved to be
quite resilient in the past.’’
Resilience is a word this up-and-coming actor knows all

about.

■ Falling Skies screens on Fox 8 at 8.30pm on Thursdays.



 
 

Connor Jessup is psyched to be in the war of the 
worlds on TNT’s ‘Falling Skies’ 

Just out of high school, young star has already made short films and was 
executive producer on a Toronto festival entry 

 
Being “harnessed” and possibly having his mind compromised by malevolent aliens won’t derail Connor 
Jessup’s plans. 
 
On TNT’s “Falling Skies,” the man-vs.-alien drama that wraps 
up its second season at 9 p.m. Sunday, Jessup plays Ben 
Mason, one of the three sons of resistance leader Tom Mason 
(Noah Wyle). 
 
Ben was captured by the aliens and put in a “harness,” a mind 
control device that clamps to the spine. He returned, but then 
left again, making it unclear whether he’s under alien influence. 
 
“Ben is fascinating to play,” says Jessup, both for his personal 
mystery and the whole apocalyptic, video game-style 
throwdown. “Any 6-year-old wants to be in this story,” he says. 
“Although when you do it, it’s different. Every once in a while 
we’ll be sitting there at 4 in the morning, pouring rain, after a 15-
hour day, and you forget you’re doing a TV show. It’s weird in 
the best possible sense of the word.” 
 
In real life, Jessup doesn’t have to save the world. But he 
wouldn’t mind conquering a corner of it. “It’d be good to make 
my first feature film by the time I’m 24,” he says, noting that’s 
the age at which Orson Welles made “Citizen Kane,” which 
Jessup calls pretty much the perfect film. 
 
He’s got some time. He turned 18 in June and just graduated 
from high school. It only seems like he’s already a veteran 
writer/producer as well as actor. 
 
“When I was 10,” he recalls, “I coerced a few of my friends from 
the street into doing my remake of ‘Goldeneye.’ I called it 
‘Silvereye.’ “There wasn’t any one moment when I decided this is what I wanted to do, but I sort of knew it from 
the time I was 11 or 12.” 
 
He has produced a number of short films since then, and executive-produced the independent film “Amy 
George,” which played at the 2011 Toronto Film Festival. 
 
This year at Toronto he was named one of four “Rising Stars.” 
 
“There’s no natural path of ascension for what I want to do,” he says. “I have a little file of possible movie 
ideas. I also need to work with people who have more experience. I need to travel and have more of my own 
experiences. 
 
“You raise money, you make short films. I’m sure I’ll have some failures, and I’ll learn. I’m still relatively young.” 



  




